
Chemong School Minutes January 18th, 2023

Attendance
Amanda Brethour
Aleisha Robbins-Lee
Shannon Boyce
Karen Fortin
Nicole Bunn
Deb Strain

Call to order: 6:30 pm

-Deb is going to order $200 worth of snow toys for the Primary Yard from Council Money
-Jenny picked up the remaining clothing order from Hobbies
-there are 1 ½ boxes of chocolate remaining, we are going to ask Allison Trolley if she would
like to sell it

Skating
-Amanda is finalizing schedules
-will give a copy to the bus drivers and teachers
-will require 2 buses
-arena will be closed to the public that morning
-going to put a message out asking for extra helmets

Fun Fair
-booked bouncers from a source in Toronto due to insurance changes
-our deposit from 2020 will go towards the Cotton Candy machine or other items
-Amanda spoke to Keith Elliott and the Lions Club will be assisting with the food
-high school students will be able to volunteer for hours

Krispy Kreme Donuts
-they are totally booked and we cannot get a date this year
-Amanda is going to book for next February

Disk Golf
-5 baskets and 2 class sets of discs are $3435.20
-this does not include installation, however, we might be able to do this in-house
-Amanda walked the field with the company that sells the product to determine the placing of
baskets
-possibly could sell ‘Chemong’ discs as a fundraiser
-parent at HomeHardware may be able to help us with concrete



GaGa Ball
-looking at this as a possibility for the Primary yard

Popcorn
-in lieu of KK donuts, we will do popcorn
-selling from Feb 13th to the 17th
-distributing the week of the 27th
-Tricia to give details to Jenny so that it can be put on School Cash Online

Candy Gram
-selling for Valentine’s Day
-Karen Fortin’s class will put them together
-Deb will purchase suckers
-student council can sell the orders ahead of time between the 8th and 10th
-once we have purchased the suckers, we will determine the cost

Hot Lunch
-Nicole is going to investigate using Popeyes Chicken as a possible hot lunch source

Farm Trip
-Aleisha has offered a farm trip to the Kindergartens to Mann Dairy Farms
-no cost to the students
-best time is May
-Deb will distribute information to the K teachers for their consideration

Adjournment:

Next meeting is February 15th at 6:30 pm


